Acute Care Wander Management
Ensure safety and security of patients with the ultimate location platform.

CenTrak’s Elopement and Wander Management system uniquely combines the industry’s most accurate Real-Time Location System (RTLS) with a proven patient safety and security system. Just one infrastructure to install and manage – making it the world’s most practical patient visibility platform available today. Clinical-Grade Locating™, wander management and access control with a single tag.

**Patient Benefits:**
- Freedom to interact with others
- Ability to use facility’s resources without sense of “lock-down”
- Safety from wandering into dangerous areas
- Flexibility to adjust rules and access at the individual level
- Customizable by severity (high-risk vs. low-risk patients)

**Facility Benefits:**
- Becomes the first line of defense
- Enables quick response to wandering
- Integrates with existing RTLS for simplicity – one tag for patients or staff; one system to maintain

**Patient-Centered**
CenTrak’s platform can help facilities empower patients with a feeling of control and freedom while ensuring their safety and security.
CenTrak Security Solutions

CenTrak’s Security Solutions suite uniquely combines the industry’s most accurate Real-Time Location System (RTLS) with a proven patient safety/security system. The platform is fully integrated with easy-to-use, advanced and highly reliable software packages. Management and maintenance of this solution is simple and intuitive, yet highly sophisticated, with advanced settings making it attractive and approachable for all types of users.

Product Portfolio

**Patient Tags**

- Patient Tag Mini
- newbaby™ Umbilical Tag
- newbaby™ Tag Micro
- newmom™ Tag
- Infant Secure Tag
- Adult Secure Tag

**Environmental / Temperature Sensors**

- Environmental Sensor LCD
- Environmental Sensor

**Asset Tags**

- Asset Tag Mini
- Asset Tag Micro
- Multi-Mode Asset Tag

**Staff and Duress Badges**

- Staff Badge
- Duress Badge
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For more information please visit our website [www.centrak.com](http://www.centrak.com), email us at marketing@centrak.com or call us toll-free at 800-515-2928.